
Instructions for pasting paper archery target faces 
on cardboard.  
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These directions refer to the set up at the DCWC, but can be used by any club to create their own targets. 

Supplies 
 
All materials are located in the archery storage container to the left.  
  

 Target faces are organized by type and size. Cardboard is organized by size.  

 Dry wheat wallpaper paste, brushes, gallon buckets, razor knife, mixing sticks are on the shelf  

 All you need is a couple gallons of tap water and a tape measure.  

 Cut corrugated cardboard from inside container, if required. Some may be pre-cut inside the storage 
container.  

 
Set up a plastic 6ft fold up table to work on. (Use two if you like.)  There is always one near the shelter or 
container. Bring out the materials you plan to use.  
 

  

 

  



Instructions 
 

1. Pour one cup (8 oz.) powdered wheat paste and 3/4 gallon of water into a one gallon container.  
2. Mix well with mixing stick or tool.  Consistency should be very watery. Add more water if or when 

necessary, as the mixture tends to thicken while sitting. 
3. Lay a stack of pre-cut cardboard on the worktable for the target face size you are going to paste    
4. Bring out a stack of that size paper target faces and set it near this cardboard.  
5. Make sure the brush provided is clean and soft / pliable. Not full of old glue (stiff / ridged). Clean up 

with water.  
6. Dip this brush heavily into ready glue mixture.  
7. Paint one side of one piece of card board with wet glue. Get compete coverage on cardboard. 
8. Apply one piece of target paper to glued cardboard. Smooth the target paper down evenly with your 

hand. Make it stick to the glued cardboard.  Try to have very few, if any, air bubbles between the paper 
and cardboard.   (Practice makes perfect.) 

9. Learn how to arrange / align the different target faces on each board as required. Ensure all the writing 
is correctly placed right side up and each piece is facing the same direction.  

10. Lay freshly pasted target faces out to dry. Out in the sun is best.  
11. Stack each different finished target size together. Organize and then put away in the storage 

container.  Each size in its proper location on shelving lying flat with heavy wooden target box laid on 
top of to help keep flat.  

12. Clean and put away tools.  
 

NFAA Completed Target Face Specifications 
 
Here are how targets are to be arranged. Remember target face sizes are written on the corner of every target 
face measured in centimeters (cm). 
  
The following is each type of official NFAA Field Archery targets that are used. 
 

NFAA Field Round Targets 

  
This is a finished 65cm field target.   
Paste one 65cm paper field target face onto one 28" x 28" cardboard.  

 
 
  



This is a finished 50cm field target arrangement. 
Paste two 50cm paper field target faces side by side onto one 24" x  24" cardboard. Make sure targets face 
edges touch each other in middle.  

 
This is a finished 35cm field target arrangement. 
Paste four separate 35cm paper field target faces onto one 30" x 30" card board.  2 over 2, side by side. Have 
corners touch in center and the paper edges touch each other.  

 
 
  
This is a different target face than the arrangement above.  This is one piece of a 20cm 4 spot paper field 
target face. Take four pieces of 20cm target faces. Paste it in the following arrangement.  

 



  
This is a finished 20cm field target arrangement. 

 
Four 20cm 4 spot paper field  target faces pasted two over two and side by side. For a total of 16 bullseyes 
Please have corners touch in center and the paper edges touch each other 
 

NFAA Hunter Round Targets 
  
This is a finished 65cm hunter target. 
Paste one 65cm paper hunter target face onto one 28" x 28" cardboard.  
 

 
  
This a finished 50cm hunter target arrangement.  
Paste two 50cm paper target hunter faces side by side onto one 24" x  24" card board. Make sure target face 
edges touch each other in middle.  
 



 
  
This is a finished 35cm hunter target arrangement.  
Paste 4 separate 35cm hunter paper target faces onto one 30" x 30" card board: 2 over 2, side by side. Please 
have corners touch in center and the paper edges touch each other. 
 

 
  
This is a finished 20cm hunter target arrangement. 
Four 20cm 4 spot paper hunter target faces pasted two over two and side by side. For a total of 16 bullseyes. 
Please have corners touch in center and the paper edges touch each other.  
 

 



Animal Round Targets 
 
These are all the different NFAA paper animal Round target faces.  There are four different targets size 
groups. Each group has a separate arrangement. Each group type is written on a corner of every target face.  
  
This a group #1 animal round target face.  
There are six separate animals this size. Each is pasted onto a 30" x 40" cardboard. 
 

  
 
This is a group #2 animal round target face.  
There are six different animals targets this size. Paste these onto 24"x 30" size cardboard. 

 
 
  



This is a group #3 animal round target face. 

 
 
These are some completed group 3 paper animal round target arrangements.  
There are 8 different animals. Notice how certain faces are pasted. Two separate pieces of the same animal 
target paper pasted side by side or one on top of another. 
These use a 24" x 30" piece of cardboard 
  

 
 
  



This is a group #4 animal round paper targets  

 
 
There are eight different animals in the size target. Notice how four separate pieces of the same animal paper 
target pasted side by side and two on top of two. These use a 24" x 30" piece  
 

 
 
  



Cardboard sizes and amounts for each 14 target set 
(Double the amounts for 28 target sets.) 
 
14 Field set 
1 - 20cm - 36" x 36" 
4 - 35cm - 30" x 30" 
5 - 50cm - 24" x 48" 
4 - 65cm - 28" x 28" 
 
14 hunter set 
1 - 20cm - 36" x 36" 
5 - 35cm - 30" x 30" 
5 - 50cm - 24" x 48" 
3 - 65cm - 28" x 28" 
 
14 Animal set 
3 Group #1 - 30" x 40" 
3 Group #2 - 24" x 30" 
4 Group #3 - 24" x 30" 
4 Group #4 - 24" x 30" 
 


